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 ... I think that most artists are showoffs ... mainly trying to 

get laid by impressing with their creations. I see this as an 

evolutionary imperative, like peacocks’ feathers attracting 

mates. I say ironically because it looks to me a lot like I am 

doing the same thing by building a museum ...’ 

!"#$%&'"()*+&,-.-.

IN THE EARLY ./0-)&1(2345&678934&:"$;53%&The Gamblers. It 
was a stark and vivid image of earthencrusted, beer
drinking card players, with one of the players holding the 
Ace of Spades, the card of death. The image became iconic 
partly because it was used to illustrate the cover of a 
)3<$;"(&2==9&=>&5*3&./0-)+&!=;"(%&?=4;3@)&The Lucky 
Country. Whilst the title of this book came to be used and 
abused over the next few decades, Tucker’s image of the 
iconic ugly Australian, drinking a beer and playing cards for 
<=;3A+&238"<3&"&8=7;534:=$;5&5=&B$%;3A&C=(";@)&>"4&<=43&
4323(($=7)&";%&:=35$8&C3%&D3((A&)34$3)&=>&5*3&>=45$3)E

In January, my journey to the ‘Lucky Country’ began 
at Heathrow Airport, and as the plane climbed I settled into 
5*3&(=;F&G$F*5&2A&43"%$;F&"&2==9&5*"5&3H:("$;3%&*=I&5=&
memorise a deck of cards using a system of vivid images. 
Each card is associated with a graphic image: for example, 
5*3&183&=>&B:"%3)&238=<3)&5*3&J4$<&K3":34+&";%&5*3&L733;&
of clubs is a brothel madam. Using a combination of linking 
systems, the memorising of a deck of cards becomes possible. 
If you know what cards have already been played the odds 
swing back in your favour and the gambling changes from 
luck to skill. The more vivid the imagery the easier it is to 
remember, just like in art. The best place to create these 
images is in a known but imaginary ‘memory palace’ in which 
you create scenarios as a cue to recalling. If you do not 
remember Tucker’s Gamblers take a look at it in the state 
memory palace that is the Tasmanian Museum and Art 
J"((34A&M6N1JO&$;&?=2"45E&P5&$)&$;&5*3&17)54"($";&4==<&5*"5&
G=I)&"4=7;%&5*3&I"(()+&8*4=;=(=F$8"((A&$;&8(=89I=49&
%$4385$=;+&;3H5&5=&"&C=(";&:"$;5$;F&=>&"&5433+&Q7)5&=#34&>4=<&
!4A)%"(3@)&"2)54"853%&12=4$F$;"(&)72Q385)+&;=5&>"4&>4=<&"&
'*$53(A&RF74"5$#3&8=(("F3+&";%&"&EEE&MA=7&F35&5*3&:$85743OE

P@<&)5$((&5*$;9$;F&"2=75&5*3)3&)A)53<)&"5&SETU"<&
whilst sitting at a blackjack table in Hobart’s Wrest Point 
Casino. I have just come from a very real palace and get to 
the tables late. With my dishevelled look I must resemble 
one of Tucker’s cardcarrying gamblers over at the TMAG. I 
play until the croupier calls time. The casino is closed. I 
stagger up to bed. I’m the lonely guy, drunk and a loser but 
I still have the taste of caviar on my tongue and enough 

"(8=*=(&5=&54";)>34&<A&8=7;5$;F&)A)53<&M=4&("89&=>&$5O&5=&
sheep. One, two ... Zzzzzz.

P&"44$#3%&"5&5*3&5"2(3)&">534&5*3&=:3;$;F&=>&!"#$%&
'"()*@)&N7)37<&=>&V(%&";%&C3I&145+&=4&NVC1&")&$5&$)&
known. The connections between the casino and this 
extraordinary new art palace have become increasingly well 
known. Walsh himself has talked of his gambling talent 
I*$8*&23F";&I*3;&*$)&<"53)&")93%&*$<&W)=<3&X73)5$=;)&
"2=75&5*3&<"5*3<"5$8)&=>&F"<2($;F@E&!4=::$;F&=75&=>&
university Walsh learnt the skills to become what is known 
")&"&W:("A34@&";%&*3&)33<)&5=&*"#3&233;&#34A&F==%&"5&$5E&Y4=<&
those early days he has developed a business based on 
sophisticated computerised gambling systems that have 
enabled him to become extremely wealthy, and from there 
the funds to build an incredible palace of the mind that is 
($534"((A&8"4#3%&=75&=>&64$"))$8&)";%)5=;3E&6*$;9&@0-)&Z=;%&
R(<)&>=4&5*3&$;534$=4&";%&5*3&6*7;%342$4%@)&P)(";% for the 
3H534$=4&[&6*7;%342$4%&.&3H:345(A&8"<=7G"F3%&2A&"&53;;$)&
court at the entrance that may be a work of art or simply a 
53;;$)&8=745\&5*3&>"85+&*=I3#34+&$5&*")&;=&;35&$;&)$F*5&)743(A&
gives the game away!

6*3&R4)5&"453>"85&'"()*&3#34&2=7F*5&I")&"&]=472"&
:"("83&%==4&>4=<&;=45*34;&C$F34$"E&?$)&43")=;)&>=4&27A$;F&$5&
were purely functional (you were not allowed to take your 
8")*&I$;;$;F)&=75&=>&B=75*&1>4$8"O&275&=;3&8";&$<"F$;3&*$<&
metaphorically stepping through this palace door and into 
his collecting future on a journey that would eventually lead 
5=&C=;%"&D"5)"($%$)+&5*3&"48*$5385&I*=&*")&%3)$F;3%&5*$)&
most impressive of buildings to house the collection. It 
$;8=4:=4"53)&5*3&=4$F$;"(&<=%34;$)5&*=7)3&=>&K=A&J4=7;%)&
as its gateway. You enter the minipalace and then before 
you know it you are down the rabbit hole. The spiral 
staircase leads to a vast cave that has been gouged out of 
the earth as evidenced by the swirling scratches across the 
beautiful sedimentary layers pinned with massive bolts. It is 
a wonderful cathedral of rock that is as grand and 
impressive as any other statement in the museum. One 
could imagine Bruce Wayne living here, and the batmobile 
is present in the form of Erwin Wurm’s bulbous red Porsche 
(Fat Car+&,--0O&$;&5*3&F"((34A&7:)5"$4)E

Walsh’s eye and mind are eclectic and acute but he 
admits that he has not yet developed a collecting strategy for  
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*$)&<7)37<E&K"5*34&5*";&23$;F&%354$<3;5"(&5*$)&(3"%)&5=&
R))$=;+&";%&5*3&3;34FA&43(3")3&$)&$<:43))$#3E&]=7&=;(A&23F$;&
to appreciate how right he has it when you think of how 
terribly wrong he could have got it – maybe rich kitsch 
M5*$;9&^")&_3F")O&=4&%4A&"8"%3<$8E&`$5*34&I=7(%&*"#3&233;&"&
tragedy. Instead he gives us a physical experience that is the 
3X7$#"(3;5&=>&8*";;3(&)74R;F+&I$5*&'"()*&*=(%$;F&5*3&
43<=53E&Y4=<&<7<<$3) to shit machines, from Greek coins 
to disembowelled chocolate suicide bombers to a massive 
C=(";&I=49&5*"5&)I33:)&7)&5*4=7F*&*$)&<3<=4A&:"("83&5*"5&
for Walsh must bring back vivid encounters and 
conversations with artists from all over the world – including 
negotiating the rest of Christian Boltanski’s life!

The unexpected juxtapositions tell us that this 
memory palace is the antithesis of conformity. Walsh is not 
preaching a doctrinaire historical approach to art, instead he 
is asking us to revel in the diversity of creativity that is life 
itself whether contemporary or not. There is no God delusion 
here nor are there labels in his museum. Instead you are 
given a handheld device that is mathematically driven to 
inform you via GPS as to where you are and what you are 
(==9$;F&"5E&P5&$)&5*3&I"A&=>&5*3&>75743&EEE&C=+&I*"5&"<&P&
thinking? It is the here and now. Labelling is dead! I should 
fess up my corruption for Walsh once asked me to paint him 
)=<3&I=49)&>=4&*$)&2334&("23(+&N==&Z43IE&15&R4)5&*3&I";53%&
<A&a!=23((@)&b=I)a&I=49&";%&P&<35":*=4$8"((A&5=(%&*$<&5=&>789&
=>>E&'3&5"(93%&)=<3&<=43&";%&*3&X7$89(A&7;%34)5==%&<A&
Australia Council ‘Branding the Arts’ work in a way that not 
many others have before or since, and then commissioned me 
to do a sixpack. It was the culmination of that project where 
a small state grant turned into a winning pot. My gamble paid 
=>>&";%&P@<&5*3&=;(A&"45$)5&"5&NVC1&)5$((&I$5*&"&("23(E

P&<$))&<A&.,ETU"<&>344A&2"89&5=&?=2"45&";%&P&"<&
now stuck in the gin palace that allows me to drink beer and 

eat caviar in an environment that, like a casino, has no 
windows and no clocks but where time moves from ancient 
Egypt to the present. The food is sumptuous – sashimi, 
more caviar and game terrine all washed down with vodka, 
wine and beer amongst the most important museum people, 
commercial dealers and arts bureaucrats in Australia. Walsh 
*")&%4=::3%&*$)&("I(3))&NVC1&=;&5=:&=>&5*3$4&87(574"(&
heads and then invited them over for a drink, and there will 
23&"&*";F=#34E&Y=4&5*3&"45&3)5"2($)*<3;5&I$((&)547FF(3&5=&
8=<:353&I$5*&)=<35*$;F&)=&>433&";%&";"48*$8&")&NVC1E&V74&
)5"53&F"((34$3)&";%&<7)37<)&"43&27$(5&=;&./th century 
colonial and pedagogical foundations with their 
international wings creating cultural apartheid systems, 
segregating artists by race and placed in a linear timeframe. 
If they insist on this chronological and racial cataloguing 
then surely they can now just do it online in a digitised 
virtual palace, and allow the real palaces to become 
conversations across time and between peoples who interact 
without boundaries. After all that might be a more accurate 
43G385$=;&=>&17)54"($";&87(5743&[&NVC1&*")&)*=I;&*=I&$5&
can be done. Most of the gathered establishment looked like 
they were from another era as they exited the rabbit hole 
and headed back to their comfortable culturestate.,  
 Greg Taylor is an artist who has never conformed to 
the memory palaces of the state. Taylor was chucked out of 
art college in Melbourne, is not represented in any state or 
regional gallery, has never received an Arts Council grant 
and has no representation in the commercial gallery scene 
A35&"5&NVC1&*3&=75)*$;3)&*$)&2435*43;&5*"5&$;8(7%3)&
!"<$";&?$4)5&";%&5*3&b*":<";&Z4=5*34)&"<=;F)5&=5*34)E&

The Freedman Foundation Travelling Scholarship for Emerging Artists  
DEADLINE: 5 JUNE 2011  
4 x $5,000 scholarships awarded to emerging artists to travel for educational purposes
The Windmill Trust Scholarship for Regional NSW Artists 
DEADLINE: 28 MAY 2011  
$5,000 scholarship awarded annually to a practising professional regional NSW artist. 
For more information and to download application forms go to www.visualarts.net.au
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One of his works is titled Cunts and other conversations 
M,--cd/OE&P>&$5&I")&"((&"&:(=A&5=&F35&("$%&5*3;&8")5$;F&.U-&
vaginas from life may have been an effective one but the 
result is actually a beautiful work with a strong link back to 
5*3&Y43;8*&"45$)5&J7)5"#3&b=74235&I*=&7)3%&5*3&)"<3&
subject matter in his painting The Origin of the World M.c00OE

Taylor’s other work in the collection is My Beautiful 
Chair. This is an installation of a laptop, a rug, a couch, a 
lamp and a table that looks simply domestic, that is until 
A=7&43"($)3&5*3&2=H&=;&5*3&5"2(3&$)&"&43"(&!P]&)7$8$%3&
machine (apparently a prototype for those now used in 
BI$5e34(";%OE&B$5&%=I;+&43("H&";%&5*3&8=<:7534&5"93)&A=7&
through the steps to end your life. My stomach is unsettled 
when I do, like waiting for a roller coaster to take off and at 
the end of it I am dead. It really does take you to another 
place and offended somebody to the point that the day the 
museum opened they tried to damage it. If Taylor had been 
in London for the past twenty years he might have been a 
very famous YBA. Instead he has spent that time being 
ignored and isolated by our cultural elite to the point he has 
created a suicide installation. Who could blame him?

Just as the Guggenheims and Henry Tate changed the 
>"83&=>&<7)37<&87(5743&$;&1<34$8"&";%&`74=:3&$;&5*3&./th 
";%&3"4(A&,-5*&83;574A+&'"()*&$)&=;&*$)&I"A&5=&%=$;F&($93I$)3&
*343E&?$)&NVC1&<7)37<&$)&R4)5&:")5&5*3&:=)58=(=;$"(&$;&
Australia. Gone is the cultural cringe, gone is the fawning to 
governments for funding, gone is the political correctness and 
international stylistic consistencies. There is no curatorial 
team creating an agenda that takes them to their next 
=#34)3")&Q=2E&P;)53"%&I3&*"#3&"&<7)37<&8*";;3(&)74R;F&
"84=))&*$)5=4AE&'"()*@)&%"4$;F&$)&5*3&3X7$#"(3;5&=>&"&C3%&D3((A&
bank raid, and he is sharing the takings with the entire town 
of Hobart if not Australia. His museum is a contemporary 
:*A)$8"(&<";$>3)5"5$=;&=>&C3%@)&f34$(%34$3&^35534E&P5&$)&3H8$5$;F+&
beautiful, mischievous, upsetting, joyful and challenging, and 
heralds a new era in Australian culture. We are very lucky to 
have this mind amongst us, very lucky indeed. Y

.E Taken from an interview Walsh sent to the author. 
,E&B33&J7A&K7;%(3@)&4383;5&3))"A+&Wb7(5743)5"53@+&$;&Meanjin, Vol. 
0/+&C=E&,+&f7;3&,-.-E&K7;%(3@)&3))"A&8=;53;%)g&W6=%"A+&I*"5&
8=;>4=;5)&5*3&X73)5$;F&"45$)5&$)&;=5&5*3&$;%$>>343;83&=>&)=8$35A&
";%&5*3&)5"53+&275&$5)&3<24"83+&";%&5*3&43X7$43<3;5)&"))=8$"53%&
with it. The process of making art now brings with it induction 
into the business of grant applications, job applications, CV 
composition and folio preparation.’ 

P;&,--U+&N==&Z43I+&I*$8*&$)&=I;3%&2A&!"#$%&'"()*+&
commissioned the author to complete six paintings for the beer 
("23(E&f=*;&D3((A&G3I&5=&?=2"45&>4=<&^=;%=;&"5&*$)&=I;&3H:3;)3E&
He stayed at the Wrest Point Casino at his own expense and any 
losses incurred at the gaming tables were his own.

John Kelly is an Australian, British and Irish artist who lives in 
Cork, Ireland. www.johnkellyartist.com
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THE RECENTLY OPENED&N7)37<&=>&V(%&";%&C3I&145&MNVC1O&
– located in the Hobart suburb of Berridale, is the manifesto 
=>&!"#$%&'"()*+&5*3&=I;34&";%&%4$#$;F&>=483&23*$;%&$5)&
843"5$=;E&NVC1&%38("43)&5=&5*3&I=4(%&5*"5&"45&)*=7(%&23&
accessible to everyone and should not be limited to an elite. 
The museum also highlights Tasmania as a ‘destination’, 
complete with spectacular scenery, luxury accommodation 
";%&"&#$24";5&";%&%$#34)3&"45)&8=<<7;$5AE&NVC1+&5*3;+&$)&"&
symbol of the extraordinary transitions that Tasmania has 
7;%34F=;3&=#34&5*3&(")5&5I3;5AdR#3&A3"4)E

When I was growing up in Hobart, the island was 
generally perceived as insular, isolated, inbred and freezing. 
My art school class of the early nineties could only occasionally 
afford the cost of going to the ‘mainland’ where, on trips 
organised by the school, we would selfconsciously visit 
galleries in Melbourne in order to try and get an idea of what 
was happening in ‘the art world’ beyond our island. Expatriate 
and Oxford scholar Peter Conrad’s autobiography Down Home 
M./chO&=;(A&)34#3%&5=&43$;>=483&5*3&$<"F3&=>&6")<";$"&")&W5*3&
Appalachia of the Antarctic’, and a place that one escaped 
from. Conrad bitterly lamented that his childhood in working
8("))&J==%I==%&WI")&;=5&5*3&($>3&P&I";53%\&)=<3*=I&P@%&233;&
given the wrong one’. In contrast, Walsh, who also grew up in a 
workingclass suburb near Goodwood, not only chose to 
return, but to build a museum in the vicinity of the very 
neighbourhood that Conrad so despised.

6*$)&<7)37<&$)&"&#=53&=>&8=;R%3;83&$;&"&6")<";$";&
community that, despite suffering from a lack of resources, 
*")&2=5*&>=4F3%&";%&"554"853%&843"5$#3&:3=:(3E&!$):753)&
)744=7;%$;F&5*3&Y4";9($;&!"<+&F"A&4$F*5)&";%+&<=)5&

recently, the Gunns pulp mills were bitter but also fuelled 
vibrant and passionate creative activity. 

Increasingly, Tasmania has become de rigueur, as 
marked by the expanding number of writers who have 
8*=)3;&5=&($#3&5*343E&P;&5*3&./c-)+&K$8*"4%&Y(";"F";+&7;($93&
Conrad, resolutely stayed in Tasmania. Then writers such 
")&K=2345&!3))"$H+&i3534&6$<<)&";%&C$8*=(")&B*"93):3"43&
crossed the Strait. Expatriate Tasmanians who had 
:43#$=7)(A&G3%&5*3&$)(";%&)5"453%&5=&43574;&$;8(7%$;F&
*$)5=4$";&?3;4A&K3A;=(%)&";%&>=4<34&C"5$=;"(&J"((34A&=>&
17)54"($"&874"5=4&=>&17)54"($";&"45&!";$3(&6*=<")E&Z75&5*3&
increasing recognition of Tasmania as a ‘sea change’ 
destination has generated a bitter divide. Parts of the island 
*"#3&238=<3&"&2=75$X73&)5"53&>=4&5*3&4$8*&[&)34#$;F&5*3&
leisure and ecotourism industries – whilst Tasmania’s 
A=7;F34&F3;34"5$=;&M<A&43("5$#3)&$;8(7%3%O&)5$((&)7>>34&>4=<&
high unemployment and limited opportunities.

!=3)&NVC1&43$;>=483&5*$)&%$#$%3&2A&43):=;%$;F&5=&5*3&
4$)3&=>&F(=2"(+&2=75$X73&5=74$)<j&^$93&5*3&3H8(7)$#3&K354355$&
145&b3;543&$;&Y$;(";%+&$5&$)&7;%34F4=7;%+&43<=53&";%&
absorbed into a web of music festivals – in this case the 
";;7"(&NVC1&YVN1&MY3)5$#"(&=>&N7)$8&";%&145OE&NVC1&"()=&
438"(()&5*3&Z3;3))3&145&B$53&=;&C"=)*$<"&$;&5*3&B35=&P;(";%&
Sea in Japan, a destination complete with a luxury hotel and 
two art museums designed by the architect Tedeo Ando in 
conjunction with businessman and art collector Soichiro 
Y79"5"93&k)33&43("53%&"45$8(3)&$;&1N1&l&,SU+&C=#3<234&,-.-mE

But Walsh has been careful to ensure that local 
people are part of his enterprise. The museum itself is free. 
]=7&8";&8"58*&5*3&n.U&>344A+&4$%3&"&2$93&5*343+&=4&8"58*&"&

The MONA Manifesto
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bus. Walsh’s introduction to his catalogue invites you to try 
and steal a copy of the publication if you don’t want to buy a 
copy or go to the library, a gesture acknowledging that not 
3#34A=;3&8";&">>=4%&$5)&nc-&:4$83d5"FE&V;&5*3&=:3;$;F&
I3393;%+&3#34A5*$;F&I")&>433g&>4=<&5*3&27)3)&=75&5=&NVC1&
to the concerts featuring acts such as Tex Perkins and the 
Cruel Sea. People who would never otherwise have gone 
there came to see the museum, listen to the music and 
23;3R5&>4=<&5*3&#34A&F3;34=7)&*=):$5"($5AE&

Local builders, architects, gallery assistants (largely 
%4"I;&>4=<&5*3&"45&)8*==(O+&";%&"45$)5)&*"#3&"()=&233;&
involved with the Museum’s creation and daily operation. 
?3;83+&6")<";$";d2")3%&%3)$F;34&i$::"&!$89)=;@)&)533(&";%&
wood benches, (A Fleeting) Encounter, inspired by early 
aircraft design, have now found their rightful home in a 
cavernous space that does justice to their scale. Strong 
works by local artists including Patrick Hall and Brigita 
Ozolins are also represented.

Within the museum can be found Egyptian 
<7<<$3)+&:(7;F$;F&4=89&3%$R83)&($93&5*3&I"(()&=>&"&
pharaoh’s palace, labyrinthine staircases reminiscent of 
those found in Piranesi or Escher drawings that seem to 
appear and disappear, and magical underground waterfalls. 
There are also exhibition spaces that draw upon a storeroom 
aesthetic, complete with picture racks displaying an eclectic 

range of artworks – and tombs in glass cases creating an 
environment in which it feels that the artifacts could 
:=53;5$"((A&8=<3&5=&($>3E&!4"<"5$8"((A+&NVC1&>7(R()&5*3&
spectacular fantasy of the Indiana Jonestype ‘old museum.’ 
It also recalls the leisure, curiosity and spectacle elements of 
world fairs in which artifacts from distant lands were 
gathered together so that the visitor could ‘travel the world’ 
7;%34&=;3&4==>E&`X7"((A&$5&23"4)&:"4"((3()&I$5*&8"2$;35)&=>&
874$=)$5$3)&I*$8*+&%74$;F&5*3&.05*&83;574A+&>3"5743%&:4$;83(A&
8=((385$=;)&=>&=2Q385)&"8X7$43%&>4=<&3H=5$8&(=8"5$=;)E&b")3)&
>3"574$;F&3HX7$)$53(A&84">53%&4=<";&F=(%&8=$;)&%4"<"5$8"((A&
set against a black background, consciously recall this 
wunderkammer tradition, as do ‘cabinets’ placed in the 
museum’s grounds that juxtapose artworks with fragments 
=>&R(<+&:*=5=F4":*)&";%&%=87<3;5)E

6*3)3&X7"($5$3)&=>&5*3&W=(%&<7)37<@&"43&8=<2$;3%&
with some of the most interesting innovations from the rise 
of the ‘new’ and ‘participatory’ museum. Of particular note is 
the O iPod which allows you to navigate around the spaces 
labelfree, to comment on the works that you see, to listen to 
the specially commissioned music accompanying some of 
the artworks, and to save an itinerary of works viewed so 
that they can be emailed to you.

Sometimes I found the selection of works by artists 
)78*&")&!"<$3;&?$4)5+&b*4$)&V>R($&";%&5*3&b*":<";&
Brothers, recalled a catalogue of ‘blockbuster’ art. Walsh’s 
desire to shock the public could also pall at times. I was also 
disappointed that Tasmanian Indigenous artists Julie 
J=7F*&";%&K$89A&N"A;"4%&I343&;=5&43:43)3;53%&[&275&5*3;&
this is a purely personal collection. Overall though, the 
artworks presented inspired wonder and curiosity. Bit fall 

U!PN#R8EC82#3B#:,J#04J#<C.#(*1#B*32#?+11,C#e*6+47#U04#
OE,04JV#KC*.C41#d+DC*V#;3G0*1V#\0E204+0/

\;OM#U(]>N#!^#?33F+47#B*32#15C#f0*#+413#\5C#g3+J/#
%^#O4E10,,01+34#D+C.#.+15#WB3*C7*384JX#fC*,+4JC#JC#f*86IFC*CZE#<#=>>>V#%--'/#

&^#L3*1C4#E10+*.06#I344CI1+47#15*CC#,CDC,E#+4#R:<(/

(,,#+207CE#15+E#0*1+I,C#I38*1CE6#15C#0*1+E1E#04J#15C#R8EC82#3B#:,J#
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M,--0dhO&2A&f7($7)&i=::&<"F$8"((A&43;%34)&I=4%)&$;&I"534&")&
it cascades down adjacent to the sheer rock face of the 
museum’s wall. Artifact&M,-.-O&2A&J43F=4A&Z"4)"<$";&
provides glimpses of a fantastical mind within an enormous 
bronze head.  Anselm Keifer’s Sternenfall&M,--hO+&I$5*&$5)&
combination of the galaxy and maps of the railway lines 
leading to the concentration camps, points to the Holocaust 
as an event of mythic proportions, the enduring impact of 
which lies beyond human comprehension. Other works such 
")&Z34($;%3&!3&Z47A89343@)&P XIII, a marble rendition of a 
%3"%&*=4)3+&";%&63))"&Y"4<34@)&The Fairy Horde and the 
Hedgehog invite consideration of the relationships between 
museum displays, statuary, taxidermy and death.

6*3&W=(%@&"45&$)&3X7"((A&=75)5";%$;F&$;8(7%$;F&6*3&
!"#$%&"#&'%()*+#,)+-,&MhS-d0--&Zb`O+&5*3&Stater of Athens 
MT-h&Zb`O+&";%&5*3&Falcon MS--&Zb`db`&.--O&>4=<&`FA:5E&
These bear testament to the art of civilisations that still 
holds resonance and power thousands of years later.

B=<3&"):385)&5=&NVC1&"43&:4=2(3<"5$8E&6*3&("89&=>&
labels was liberating but I also observed that it transformed 
museum visitors into the ‘living dead’ as they became more 
focused on their iPod devices than on the art itself. This is 
"()=&"&*$F*d<"$;53;";83&<7)37<&43X7$4$;F&"553;%";5)&>=4&
./00,1&2+3-4+4&#35+65"7+-8%9&3%4&!"#$%&"#&:36;)+-+<6.8% 
M00TdSS,&Zb`O+&5*3&1;)3(<&D$3>>34&:"#$($=;&";%&5*3&Cloaca 
Professional&MW:==&<"8*$;3@&M,-.-OE&i3=:(3&"43&"()=&;33%3%&5=&
changeover the meat carcasses in Jannis Kounellis’s Untitled 
M.//cO+&"$%&#$)$5=4)&5=&843"53&4722$;F)&>=4&Hiroshima In 
Tasmania – The Archive of the Future&M,-.-O&2A&N")"=&V9"23&
and Chihiro Minato, and hand out O iPods. How will this be 
sustained? There is no clear collection policy apart from 
!"#$%&'"()*@)&=I;&5")53)+&";%&5*343&"43&X73)5$=;)&"2=75&
how his vision will be carried out beyond his lifetime. But 
then Walsh is expecting that climate change will cause the 
:("83&5=&G==%&I$5*$;&5*3&;3H5&83;574A&";AI"Ao

P5&$)&NVC1@)&>433%=<&>4=<&8=;)$%34"5$=;)&8=;834;$;F&
the representation of various demographics within the 
museum, from accountability to government boards and 
adherence to conservation regulations relating to the 
preservation of items for future generations, that allows the 
Museum to stimulate the imagination in the way that it does. 
It waves the gauntlet challenging assumptions about the role 
of museums thereby offering an intriguing counterpoint to 
Australia’s national and state cultural institutions.

NVC1&$)&;=5&F=$;F&5=&)=(#3&5*3&38=;=<$8&I=3)&>"83%&
by Tasmania’s young people but it has the capacity to 
invigorate people’s lives. It connects the state with a global 

artworld so that future Tasmanianbased artists do not have 
5=&>33(&5*"5&M23"75$>7(&")&5*3&$)(";%&$)O&5*3&W"45I=4(%@&$)&
*"::3;$;F&3()3I*343E&N";A&=>&7)&>33(&:4=>=7;%&43($3>&5=&R;"((A&
see Walsh’s Museum. Here is an enterprise designed to put 
Tasmania ‘on the international map’ that does not follow the 
misguided path of former attempts with the Wrest Point 
b")$;=+&5*3&Y4";9($;&!"<&";%&5*3&:7(:&<$((E&Z=5*&5*3&)5=4A&
23*$;%&NVC1@)&843"5$=;+&<"%3&:=))$2(3&2A&'"()*@)&F"<2($;F&
>=457;3+&";%&5*3&<7)37<&$5)3(>&"43&Q7)5&5*3&)=45&=>&X7$49A+&
3H54"=4%$;"4A&5"(3&5*"5&$)&2$e"443(A&";%&A35&X7$;53))3;5$"((A&
W6")<";$";@E&W!"#$%&'"()*+&P&5"93&<A&*"5&=>>&5=&A=7E@&.&Y

.E&b=<<3;5&>4=<&<A&24=5*34&!";$3(&Z=%%A+&>"5*34&=>&5I=&
teenagers and employee of Global Water Tanks in Sorell, 
Tasmania.

Dr Sarah Scott grew up in Tasmania and remains strongly 
connected with the island. She currently works at the 
17)54"($";&C"5$=;"(&p;$#34)$5A&I*343&)*3&$)&5*3&b=;#3;=4&=>&5*3&
Liberal Arts: Museums and Collections Graduate program.

Echidna Quill Necklace (detail),
2007, Jeanette James
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Image by alias X Photography
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